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Q7 Check the options below that are important to you when choosing where you want to study

Answered: 349 Skipped: 2

- Availability of network and power
- Space to spread out
- Comfortable seating
- Lighting
- Noise level
- Availability of writing surfaces (whiteboards, chalkboards, etc.)
- Temperature
- Accessibility to food and drink
- Level of privacy
- Social atmosphere
- Availability of technology
- Other (please specify)
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Study Setting Typologies

- Study Pod
- Living Room
- The Bar
- The Diner

1. Study Pod
2. Living Room
3. The Bar
4. The Diner

The informal learning environment varies widely, offering different spaces for study and relaxation.
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Study Setting Typologies

Huddle Space

The Studio

Team Room

The Amphitheater
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Programming Workshop
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